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Abstract

The space transportation systems required to support NASA’s Exploration Initiative will demand a high degree of reliability to ensure mission success. This reliability can be realized through autonomous fault/damage detection and repair capabilities. It is crucial that such capabilities are incorporated into these systems since it will be impractical to rely upon Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA), visual inspection or tele-operation due to the costly, labor-intensive and time-consuming nature of these methods. One approach to achieving this capability is through the use of an autonomous inspection system comprised of miniature mobile sensor platforms that will cooperatively perform high-confidence inspection of space vehicles and habitats. This paper will discuss the efforts to develop a small scale demonstration test-bed to investigate the feasibility of using autonomous mobile sensor platforms to perform inspection operations. Progress will be discussed in technology areas including: the hardware implementation and demonstration of robotic sensor platforms, the implementation of a hardware test-bed facility, and the investigation of collaborative control algorithms.

I. Introduction

As space exploration systems become more complex and operate over longer periods of time in harsh environments, it will become impractical to depend on human intervention to maintain day to day safe and reliable operation. Currently, inspection and repair of existing human-occupied space transportation systems and platforms is heavily labor intensive, costly and time consuming. Examples in current systems that required extensive human intervention include the recent air leak in the International Space Station (which required the crew to devote all their effort over an extended period of time to locate and repair the leak), and the manual process involved in shuttle heat-tile inspection and repair. As a result, there will be a need for the development of autonomous solutions capable of high-confidence inspection and repair in order for future space systems to operate successfully.

To fulfill this need, this paper proposes a mobile sensor-based inspection system that emphasizes the use of simple, low-cost robotic sensor platforms that can be dispatched to traverse the structures and component surfaces of future space systems. The goal to comprehensively search all exposed surface areas for damage or leaks can be distributed over multiple inspection agents to exploit their ability to move about freely and autonomously in confined spaces, and to perceive and communicate information. Combining many such miniature mobile robots into a collaborative multi-agent system can enable efficient and high-confidence inspection (ref. 1) thus replacing much of the anticipated human intervention required in the maintenance of future space transportation and habitation systems.

At NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC), research is underway to demonstrate the feasibility of a multi-robotic inspection system (ref. 2). This paper will provide an overview of the ongoing work involved in developing a small-scale functional robotics demonstration facility that will be used to validate the ability of autonomous robotic sensor platforms to perform cooperative inspection operations. Progress will be discussed in technology areas including: the hardware development of demonstration robotic platforms, the implementation of a hardware test-bed facility, the development of a three-dimensional software simulation environment, and the investigation of collaborative control algorithms.
II. Concept

Interest in the study of multi-robot collaborative systems and their ability to complete complex tasks has grown in recent years (refs. 3 to 6) due in part to the increase in potential applications where it is necessary or useful to send multiple unmanned vehicles or robots into environments that are inaccessible or inhospitable to humans. The motivation for employing multi-agent systems is that they generally allow for robustness and redundancy unachievable through centralized, single-agent methods (refs. 7 and 8). Robustness is achieved since, as a group they can accept some attrition and reassign surviving resources to cover affected areas, rather than depend entirely on the reliability of a single, more complex robot. It is envisioned that an inspection team of robots could transport a variety of sensors over large areas faster, more extensively, and with less human involvement than Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) or tele-operation, and do so at lower cost.

A. Motivation, Current Practice, and State-of-the-Art

Although current inspection procedures for manned space systems are tedious, time-consuming and labor-intensive, it is nonetheless a critical and indispensable process that ensures the safe operation of these systems. A key example is the need for thorough, high-confidence inspection for leaks. The Space Shuttle and International Space Station (ISS) have each suffered multiple leaks that have caused delays as well as safety concerns. In addition, potentially explosive fuel leaks in the Space Shuttle hydrogen fuel system led to the temporary grounding of the fleet in 1990 and have resulted in delays on several occasions. The leak detection system used on the Shuttle launch pad was a mass spectrometer connected to an array of sampling tubes placed throughout the network of fuel-carrying pipes. This system has several drawbacks which include transport delays between the fuel pipes to the sampling tubes, and insulation on the pipes masking the precise leak source since the hydrogen can travel for some distance inside the insulation (ref. 9).

Air leaks aboard the ISS are particularly serious because it is essentially a self-contained environment that must support long-term human habitation. Even a leak that reduces air pressure slowly can cause some equipment to fail. As an example, aboard the ISS is an air contaminant monitor that is certified for use only above 13.9 lb/in.² (ref. 10). A troublesome air leak in the ISS in 2004 took two weeks to locate once it was discovered. (ref. 11). In order to find the leak, the astronauts “listened” with an ultrasonic detector, which picks up and amplifies the “rushing” sound of the gas escaping through an orifice (ref. 12). If this had not worked, some of the next search steps would have involved closing hatches between the U.S. and Russian segments, or even individual modules, in an attempt to rule out various locations, thereby narrowing down the potential leak sites (ref. 13).

Currently, months-long missions aboard the ISS are the longest humans endure, and emergency access to supplies or even to the earth are possible through the U.S. or Russian space shuttles. As space missions become longer term and reach farther out into space, the requirement for more robust, faster and more reliable leak detection systems becomes critical. Without earth proximity, vehicles and planetary bases will need to be completely self-sufficient. Thus the development of new space-based approaches for inspection and repair systems that are less labor-intensive is a prerequisite for future exploration missions. In fact, advancements in leak-detecting inspection and repair systems for space-based application are being reported (refs. 14 and 15).

This new requirement combined with emerging sensor technology (ref. 15) suggests the viability of the mobile sensor platforms concept for inspection and potentially repair. Furthermore, the idea of using mobile sensor platforms to perform inspection has precedent in terrestrial applications. Since the 1960s, the oil pipeline industry has used “smart pigs” to move through the oil pipes, carrying a variety of sensors to look for corrosion, coating disbondment, cracks, gouges, dents, buckles, wrinkles, and bending strain (ref. 16), as an early warning system, allowing repair before a leak can occur.

B. Approach

As a preliminary step towards realizing the long-term goal of an operational multi-robotic system capable of high-confidence inspection, the current work focuses on the design and development of a demonstration test-bed environment that features a team of autonomous, mobile demonstration robots that will allow the integration of control algorithms with actual hardware. This demonstration test-bed will allow researchers to develop algorithms and carry out experiments in an effort to validate the feasibility of using multi-agent robotics to perform cooperative, efficient, and effective inspections in applications such as the detection of leaks in future space transportation and habitation systems.
III. Software Simulation Environment

An interactive three-dimensional graphical simulation test-bed environment has been created to facilitate the development of multi-robot cooperative control algorithms. This environment serves as an important tool to assist in the design of algorithms prior to testing and validation on the hardware demonstration test-bed.

This virtual graphical test-bed was coded in C++ using the OpenGL graphics library and allows for smooth real-time three-dimensional motion graphics as well as highly interactive manipulation of the observation viewpoint. The software allows the modeling of three-dimensional environments replete with obstacles and barriers. To maintain generality, objects in the environment are modeled as simple three-dimensional forms: robotic agents are modeled as cones, targets as spheres, and obstacles as cylinders (fig. 1). These forms can be utilized as building-blocks for more complex forms. Agents within this environment are mathematically modeled as simple point-masses that travel at a constant velocity with full six degrees-of-freedom steering. Control of the movement and cooperative actions of the agents are provided by “plug-in” control logic modules. This plug-in architecture allows researchers to quickly implement and test various cooperative search and control algorithms, and allows them to demonstrate the resulting multi-agent behavior graphically.

IV. Hardware Demonstration Test-Bed

A robotics demonstration test-bed has been constructed at NASA GRC to provide a facility that will allow robotics researchers to implement and test their multi-robot algorithms on a real hardware system and enable them to validate the feasibility of using autonomous robotic sensor platforms to perform inspection operations. The demonstration test-bed resides in a laboratory environment and consists of an 8 by 6 ft horizontal arena populated by a team of demonstration robots that serves as the hardware platform upon which control algorithms can be implemented and tested (fig. 2). The arena design is flexible, with movable obstacles of arbitrary shape and quantity. Electric current-carrying copper tape is used to make the obstacles and arena boundaries detectable by the robots’ proximity sensors.

The arena is surrounded by an optical motion-capture system manufactured by PhaseSpace Inc. This system will be used to track the positions of each robot in real-time during experiments. The motion-capture data can be used as a control input for online processing/analysis while the experiment is running, or kept as a record of the experiment for off-line analysis.
This measurement system is composed of a Linux-based server/hub connected to linear Charge Coupled Device (CCD) cameras, each of which possesses a 60° conic field of view. Three such cameras are ceiling mounted and have been positioned and calibrated to allow full view of the entire arena surface. The CCD cameras are used to track Light-Emitting Diode (LED) markers mounted on each of the robots. Each of these LED markers is set with a unique flashing frequency by a wireless control box. As a result, the tracking system is capable of differentiating the various markers. The system perceives markers at a maximum of 480 frames per second. The position of each marker, in terms of Cartesian coordinates, can be reported with a latency of 20 μsec over an Ethernet connection, thereby allowing the tracking system to track and record the position and orientation of each robot over time during the course of experimental runs.

Although restricted to two-dimensional motion, the demonstration test-bed will allow for the integration and validation of cooperative search algorithms with real hardware robots. This capability is invaluable since it provides the opportunity to confront the challenges and limitations associated with implementation on a real-world system. Additionally, it will enable the transition of the concepts to a more realistic three-dimensional test-bed.

V. Robot Development

Key to the functionality of the test-bed is a group of demonstration robots that were developed using a novel puck-like design. These Puckbots are the latest generation in a line of multi-purpose demonstration robotic platforms that have been developed at NASA GRC over the past eight years (ref. 17). The heart of the robot is a custom designed circuit board (fig. 3) that supports duel 8051-type microcontrollers (manufactured by Silicon Laboratories Inc.) to supply the robot’s processing capability. Locomotion is provided by two independent wheels driven by separate motors and power is provided by an onboard Lithium-ion battery.

Each Puckbot has two primary sensing capabilities. The first is a proximity sensing capability provided by a capacitance ring developed at GRC that takes advantage of the effects of capacitance to detect and determine the relative orientation of obstacles and other robots. This capacitance ring is comprised of a thin film of electrically conductive copper tape mounted along the perimeter of the robot and serves functionally as one plate of a capacitor. A similar capacitive surface on other robots, obstacles and boundaries serves as the other capacitor plate. As a robot approaches another object, the capacitance varies inversely with the distance between capacitor surfaces, thus enabling object and environment detection. An additional function of the capacitance ring is that by modulation of the capacitance field, it is possible to encode messages and allow for short-range communication between nearby robots.
The second sensing capability is provided by an optical mouse sensor (manufactured by Agilent Technologies) mounted on the bottom of the robot and is used to detect displacement as the robot moves, thus providing navigation capability in the form of odometry via dead-reckoning. This sensor can also be used for visual detection of surface features and will allow the robots to locate targeted features on the arena surface.

Each robot has the capability to communicate with other robots as well as with a central computer through a two-way radio-frequency transceiver (manufactured by Linx Technologies). Several different types of communication are possible, including peer-to-peer (robot-to-robot or robot-to-master) and broadcasting (all listeners hear and process the message). A Media Access Control (MAC) protocol based on Karn’s Multiple-Access Collision Avoidance (MACA) (ref. 18) was developed at GRC and implemented on these radio-frequency transceivers. The protocol was designed to permit a wireless network of as many as ten mobile robots to communicate efficiently, effectively, and autonomously.

Networking, wireless networking in particular, is a complicated issue. Wireless networks suffer from several well-known problems. The first is “carrier sense” which is the ability for a particular node to know if the channel is busy. Problems are caused by nodes coming into and out of range of other nodes at arbitrary times and resulting in collisions where both data packets are lost (ref. 19). There are usually many different layers to a networking protocol, such as the 802.11 Standard for wireless networks introduced by IEEE in 1990. The 802.11 Standard makes specifications for two layers, the physical layer and the MAC layer (ref. 20). The physical layer is dictated by the hardware, and the MAC layer is specified in software. The MAC layer creates a set of rules for when and how nodes should transmit, with the goals of maximum channel utilization and minimum data loss. The MAC layer is highly important in all networked systems, and therefore must be carefully implemented in a multi-robot system to ensure robustness and efficiency. Karn’s MACA was chosen as the basis for the GRC Puckbot’s MAC protocol because of its ability to deal with collisions without needing carrier-sensing ability. Carrier sensing is often an approximate science, and a system that avoids the need for it would be more flexible and robust. Also, MACA is straightforward, simple, and easy to implement. These are important qualities in multi-robot systems because each robot often has limited memory and computing resources. The GRC Puckbots, for instance, are limited to 16 kB of program memory per microcontroller. A complex communication scheme could easily consume a large portion of this available memory. As currently implemented, the communication scheme will permit inter-robot, robot-to-host, and broadcast messages thus providing the communication backbone that will make it possible to implement higher-level cooperative inspection algorithms that will be investigated.

VI. Research Issues

Mobile robotics research is inherently multidisciplinary drawing on such areas as control theory, information theory, and artificial/computational intelligence. Some of the most prominent laboratories, centers and initiatives
dealing with mobile robotics research include CMU’s Robotics Institute (ref. 21), Georgia Tech’s Center for Robotics and Intelligent Machines (ref. 22), the (former) Developmental Robotics Laboratory on the Savannah campus of Georgia Tech (ref. 23), Stanford’s AI Lab (ref. 24), MIT’s CSAIL (ref. 25), USC (ref. 26), NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) (ref. 27), JARA (Japan) (ref. 28), and Euron (Europe) (ref. 29). Some of the latest achievements of research into mobile robotics include NASA’s Mars rovers, Spirit and Opportunity (ref. 30), and Stanford’s Stanley, the winner of DARPA’s Grand Challenge (ref. 31). The latest research findings are typically published in journals, such as IEEE Transactions on Autonomous Robotics (ref. 32), Elsevier’s Robotics and Autonomous Systems Journal (ref. 33), and SAGE’s International Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR) (ref. 34), conference proceedings, such as ICRA (ref. 35), IROS (ref. 36), and the recent (2005-06) RSS conferences (ref. 37), and books recently published by MIT Press (ref. 38).

A literature survey was conducted to identify recent (from the last few years) advances in mobile robotics research that are directly applicable to the GRC test-bed, and to the autonomous inspection scenarios of interest to NASA. The guiding principle for this investigation was to identify common fundamental open research issues for the autonomous operation of a group of mobile robots, which are enabling for the inspection application. As such, the following areas have been identified.

A. Mapping

Mobile robots can be deployed to explore their surroundings or the environment in which they need to operate. A mobile robot can be endowed with the capability to acquire a representation of its environment, or a map, based on its sensor measurements of specific features, such as objects and landmarks. Once acquired, the map can then be used to guide future actions. Research issues dealing with mapping include the ability to identify landmarks (ref. 39) and maintaining a map in a dynamic environment (ref. 40). Therefore, mapping its surroundings is one of the most important tasks that a mobile robot can perform, but that cannot be carried out without the robot being able to localize itself, as described next.

B. Localization

A mobile robot must first be able to localize itself, that is, to be able to assert its own location relative to its environment, in order to be able to function or carry out any meaningful task. For autonomous operation, a mobile robot must be able to localize itself using its onboard sensors. Such sensors can include a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver in the case of terrestrial outdoor robots. However, GPS cannot be used for indoor robots or for robots with limited size or processing capabilities. In that case, the mobile robot must be able to use its onboard sensors to estimate where it is located in the environment based on physical measurements of its surrounding. Doing so involves dealing with the inherent uncertainty associated with estimating where the robot is at any given point in time. Several control theoretic approaches have been proposed to solve the robot location estimation problem. They include the Kalman filter (ref. 41) and its extended version, particle filters, and most recently, the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) (ref. 42). Results of a recent approach for multi-robot localization are presented in reference 43.

C. Simultaneous Mapping and Localization (SLAM)

An interesting conundrum arises from the mapping and localization aspects of operating a mobile robot: a mobile robot can localize itself if it has a map, but it needs to be able to localize itself in order for it to build a map of its surroundings in the first place. Solving this problem gave rise to a class of algorithms to handle both of them simultaneously, namely: Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithms.

SLAM algorithms were developed over the past decade to enable a robot to incrementally build a map of its surroundings, based on measurements obtained from onboard sensors and, at the same time, determine its own position within the environment. A recent tutorial on SLAM appeared in reference 44. Most SLAM algorithms proposed to date are intended for the operation of a single mobile robot, whether indoor or outdoor. Recently published results include CSLAM (ref. 45), FastSLAM (refs. 46 and 47), Grid-based SLAM (2005) (ref. 48), GraphSLAM (ref. 49), and RBPF for SLAM (ref. 50).

D. Algorithms for Multi-Robot SLAM

SLAM algorithms are of limited value in the current research setting and test-bed at NASA GRC (described in section IV) for multi-robot operation. What is needed is a multi-Robot SLAM algorithm that could be used to deploy the robots for the target inspection task. Surprisingly, little work seems to be currently ongoing in this area. This can be due to the current priorities of funding agencies, such as DARPA’s focus on autonomous navigation of a single mobile robot equipped with an array of sophisticated sensors (e.g., LADAR), or to the lack of multi-robot test-beds (since they are typically expensive and resource-intensive to acquire and maintain). Among published results, only three references were found: reference 51 details an experimentally validated particle filter-based SLAM for multi-
robots, reference 52 presents a decentralized scheme for multi-robot localization, and reference 53 describes a probabilistic approach for cooperative localization and mapping.

E. Higher Level Algorithms

Deploying multiple robots to perform an inspection task collectively requires developing decentralized higher level algorithms for autonomous decision-making. Algorithms in the following categories have been identified for further investigation and experimentation using the GRC robotics demonstration test-bed.

1. Autonomous Decision-Making

Promising approaches for autonomous decision-making include the DAC5 architecture (ref. 54), a Bayesian decision-theoretic approach (ref. 55), and a new information gain-based approach described in reference 56. In the inspection and repair applications, all decisions that a robot needs to make, namely decisions involving locomotion, sensing and communication actions, should be treated in a uniform manner, thereby providing a unifying decision-making framework for the autonomous robot.

2. Collaborative Behavior

Common challenges for multi-robot operation can be found in three areas. The first area relates to processes that enable team formation, such as formation stabilization (ref. 57), self-organization (ref. 58) and routing (e.g., using an auction-based technique) (ref. 59). The next area relates to the concepts of cooperative localization (ref. 45) and cooperative SLAM (ref. 52). The final area of interest relates to the ability to perform multi-robot localization (ref. 59).

3. Swarm

A fundamentally different way of deploying multiple robots is the swarm approach (ref. 60). Relevant results from this area include avoidance behavior (ref. 61), coverage (ref. 62), task assignment (ref. 63), and flocking (ref. 64).

4. Pattern Recognition

A mobile robot must perform some sort of fusion of sensor information to draw conclusions about its environment from its potentially varied sensing capabilities. Dealing with sensor data also requires performing pattern recognition, which in turn involves algorithms for feature selection, extraction and classification of sensor data. Recent advances in these areas can be found in the proceedings of the 11th Online World Conference on Soft Computing in Industrial Applications (WSC11) (ref. 65).

VII. Conclusion

A functional robotics demonstration facility has been constructed at NASA GRC that will enable researchers to experiment and test the feasibility of future multi-robotic inspection systems. This paper provided an overview of the project and presented the status of the various components. An interactive three-dimensional graphical simulation test-bed environment has been developed and is currently being used to facilitate the design and testing of high level cooperative algorithms. Demonstration robots have been constructed and a robust wireless network communication protocol has been developed to enable crucial communication capability. A robotic test-bed has been completed and will allow for real-world experimentation to validate cooperative control algorithms. In addition, a thorough literature survey was conducted to identify recent advances in mobile robotics research that are directly applicable to the GRC test-bed. This survey will provide guidance for the ongoing investigation and test-bed experimentation efforts that will help demonstrate the feasibility of an autonomous multi-robotic inspection system.

With the test-bed fully functional, researchers will now proceed to develop high-level controllers for robotic action and behavior (that build upon the existing lower level code for locomotion, sensing and communication), and develop experiments for online and offline multi-robot SLAM algorithms. Subsequently, high level collaborative algorithms will be implemented and examined while measuring performance using several techniques under various operational conditions for the application scenarios of interest, namely, inspection and repair.
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